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The Challenge
Corporate use of data generated by customers is extensive and is likely to grow as businesses
embrace the full potential of data in future data driven services and products.
These uses of data can be beneficial to both the business and the consumer, as well as society
at large, and can include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Direct communications including customer service, marketing and operational
messaging.
Profiling to understand customer behaviour both online and traditional channels,
Online targeting including social media messaging.
Location based services in support of enhanced customer experience.
Ad re-targeting, on internal and external digital platforms.
Measurement of campaign effectiveness, ROI and customer-based KPIs,
Anti-fraud & information security monitoring.
Integrating with the ‘internet of things’, associating data captured through
technologies to the people using them.
‘Digital me’ – having visibility of your complete online presence.
Open data sharing across corporations, government and research bodies.
Monetisation – creating further value through use of the data in a way that may not be
connected with its original purpose.

In many instances, the revenue value associated with data monetisation is used to provide
“free”services for consumers or to reduce the costs of products and services – but that value
is hidden and not made clear.
Current understanding by consumers of the different uses is variable, with most being
primarily concerned with privacy and data exploitation, in particular where data uses are not
obvious or expected.
Consumers are embracing new technologies which use data to provide services – but are still
uncomfortable with the prospect of data monetisation and data sharing.
Failure to establish good engagement with customers on the use of any data they perceive as
being associated with them, will result in the eradication of trust, and a corresponding
challenge to the business opportunities and growth.
Many businesses are scared to open the conversation with customers for fear of opposition to
their proposals.

And yet innovative consumer engagement that goes beyond legal compliance is more likely
to yield results and unlock the potential of data use and monetisation.

Current situation
The complexities around data privacy are being debated at a legislative and legal compliance
level. Historically, Data Privacy has primarily been concerned with ‘personal’ data, with
much debate about where the boundaries are on what is ‘personal’. However, consumers
probably think of ‘personal’ data across a looser spectrum, from information which directly
identifies them (e.g. fingerprints, names, dates of birth) to data which is generated by their
activity (e.g. mobile location, web activity, sales transactions). It is commonplace for
businesses to be more preoccupied by legal definitions and compliance concerns rather than
important consumer perceptions about the use of broader data.
There is currently little open debate on business responsibility for transparency, education
and accountability in respect of data uses and monetisation, and on business engagement with
consumers from the optics and needs of the consumer. Whilst discussions around the
‘Personal Information Economy’ and Targeted Advertising are prevalent in current media,
the debate around transparency & communication is low key.
Existing Business response is fragmented and silo’ed, both within each individual business,
but also by industry sector and technical approach. Consideration is also fractured across
different business standards bodies, whether from the online & marketing communities (e.g.
Digital Advertising Alliance, DMA, IDM) and those representing the consumer (e.g.
Which?).
Consequently, maturity of approach to this business challenge varies significantly.

Our Proposition
You are invited to join a round table discussion with other UK and European Business
Leaders to establish the opportunities for sharing best practices by:
•
•

Brainstorming the benefits for consumers and businesses - how do we get the
win/wins?
Collaborating on consumer attitudes and communications research.

Questions for discussion will include:
How bothered are consumers about new data uses?
What do we mean by transparency and control?
What could be the benefits of improving transparency for consumers?
Would it be desirable to give consumers more control over use of “their” data?
Is this something that businesses should take accountability for and how far should
they go?
− Is there as significant a problem here that merits a collaborative approach?
− Is there an opportunity to establish a ‘Consumer Data Transparency Forum’ to
provide a central focus for these practices?
−
−
−
−
−

Benefits of attending
•
•

Opportunity for business leaders to understand the landscape their business is working
with on consumers’ attitudes to new data uses, including data monetisation.
Private discussion under Chatham House Rule without technology provider, media or
regulatory pressure.
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